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Abstract—Software development is a human activity prone to human error. These errors are
partially related to losing situation awareness during development tasks. Situation awareness
enables the retention of contextual knowledge while performing a task. The OODA loop is an
established cognitive training method to improve situation awareness. We studied the in-situ
development errors that ten professional software developers made before and after using the
OODA loop. Our preliminary results suggest that developer errors reduce after OODA loop use.
We recommend that developers: get to know their own development weaknesses, use cognitive
training (e.g., OODA loop) to manage those weaknesses, simplify their working environment and
communicate carefully with external stakeholders.

Introduction
Despite the tools [1] and processes [2] used
during development, defects in software systems
regularly occupy news headlines. We investigate
whether defects can be reduced by focusing on
the human errors made during development. We
show that when ten developers used our online
training to improve situation awareness, errors
were reduced.
Human Error Theory [3] frames our study
having recently attracted attention in software
engineering [4], [5], [6], [7] and been previously
used in other disciplines. James Reason [3] de-
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fines three types of human errors: slips, lapses
and mistakes (Sidebar 1).

Errors are introduced during two phases of
human cognition [3]; planning and execution.
Mistakes occur during planning; slips and lapses
during execution.
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Sidebar 1: Human Error Types
Slip: Carelessness, e.g. entering commands in the
wrong window.
Lapse: Forgetfulness, e.g. not saving a new build
configuration.
Mistake: Unawareness, e.g. incorrectly describing a
bug.

Maintaining situation awareness is an approach to reducing human errors successfully
used in other domains (e.g. autonomous driving
[8], medicine [9], transportation [10] and cyber
security [11]). Situation awareness is maintaining
an understanding of what is going on around you
while performing a task [12]. Endsley describes
three levels of situation awareness: (1) perception of the environment, (2) comprehension of
the situation, (3) predicting the future situation.
Agile software teams have improved their situation awareness using a ‘project wall’ to retain
oversight of the whole project while developers
perform individual tasks [13].
The OODA loop is a cognitive training
method designed to improve decision-making
[14]. The four stages of the OODA loop (Figure
1) encourages the maintenance of situation awareness (SA) by iteratively ‘Observing’ (level 1 of
SA), ‘Orienting‘ (level 2 of SA), and ‘Deciding’
before ‘Acting’. We developed an online OODA
loop training package to help developers maintain situation awareness during their development
tasks (available at: https://bit.ly/2V6OOVL). This
training package consists of four sections where
developers learn about: situation awareness, the
OODA loop, applications of the OODA loop
within software development and then demonstrate their understanding through a nine question
quiz.
We now discuss the experimental use of our
training package by professional developers.
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Figure 1. OODA Loop

drew from the study part way through due to
increased workloads, and one did not complete
the training quiz). The developers had a variety
of backgrounds and were a convenience sample.
Each developer self-recorded the daily errors they
made over five days of in-situ development activity. Each developer then undertook our OODA
loop training, afterwhich developers recorded
their errors over the next five days. Themes for all
errors were independently coded by both authors
with an initial agreement of 61.32%. Discussion
of each disagreement (recommended by [15])
resulted in 100% Agreement. We identified seven
themes across the human errors (see Sidebar 2).

Results
Our small-scale snapshot study confirms that
developers make human errors manifesting as
slips, lapses and mistakes. Training software developers to maintain situation awareness using
the OODA Loop seems to lead to decreased
developer errors. We now discuss our findings in
more detail.

Method

What type of human errors do developers
make?

Full methodological detail of our experimental approach is in our on-line appendix
(https://bit.ly/2V6OOVL) of which we now provide a summary. We performed a ‘before-andafter’ OODA loop training experiment with ten
professional software developers of whom we
report findings from seven (two developers with-

Table 1 shows each error for each developer
classified two ways; first, errors in each of the
seven themes, second, each error classified as
either a slip, lapse or mistake. A small number of
errors are multi-classified because they cut across
human error classifications.
Table 1 suggests that the distribution of human
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error types (i.e. slips, lapses and mistakes) varies
between developers with some reporting many
more mistakes than others.
Sidebar 2: Human Error Themes
Internal communication Poor internal communication e.g. incomplete documentation.
External communication Poor external communication e.g. failing to obtain full error details from
end user.
Code structure/complexity Poor code structure and
or increased code complexity.
Complexity of development environment Having
many things running in the development environment at anyone time.
Ordering/sequencing tasks Executing a series of
tasks in the incorrect order.
Syntax issues Use the wrong syntax / syntax errors
in newly written code.
Special cases Unique errors which do not fit the
other themes e.g. UI/UX design / functionality issues

Table 1 also shows variation in the error
themes to which developers seem prone. For
example, Participant 6 makes the most syntax
errors, a number of which appear to be related to
JavaScript and specifically the use of the keyword
‘this’. Whereas Participant 8 seems to make more
code structure / complexity errors. Participant
5 is the only developer who does not record
any communication related errors. Our analysis
(see online appendix for further details) does not
suggest experience or demographics explains why
these developers seem prone to these specific
errors but it might be that the particular work
tasks during the snapshot influenced the error
themes. Future work is needed to investigate
the relationship between errors and development
context.
Table 1 suggests that most communication
based errors are mistakes rather than slips or
lapses. Mistakes are usually more substantial
errors than lapses or slips and can be more
complex to correct. This confirms the importance of strong communication during development activities. Table 1 also shows that syntax
errors comprise mostly of slips or lapses. This
suggests that developers generally know syntax
but make minor errors despite this knowledge.
Most developers reported errors related to the
complexity of the development environment. For
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example Participant 10 says that they ‘Forgot to
increase the version of an updated dependency.’
This is because Participant 10 says they were
‘Juggling three different tasks all at the same
time. Performance research on one strand, bug
fixing on two separate issues. Each with their
own programming languages! (Python, Java and
Scala)’. Table 1 shows only Participants 8 and 9
do not report such complex development environment errors. More work is needed to uncover any
contextual factors explaining this variation.
Does OODA loop training lead to a reduction in
human errors?

Developers engaged well with our OODA
loop training. All but one of whom attained scores
of eight or nine in the nine question quiz that
concluded the training package.
Table 2 shows how many errors were selfrecorded by developers before and after OODA
loop training. Although the numbers of errors
in the snapshot are small, Table 2 shows an
encouraging error reduction after training. In all
cases there is either a reduction in errors (four
developers) or no change in the number of errors
(three developers) after the OODA loop training.
We perform a paired T-test, which shows a significant difference of 0.0414 between the number
of errors being made before and after the OODA
loop training.
We looked in more detail at the types of
errors before and after OODA loop training and
found that error reductions after training were
predominately in execution errors. For example
Participant 6 makes 18 execution errors before
training which reduces to four execution errors
after training. This reduction in execution errors
suggests that using the OODA loop during development helps developers retain situation awareness of their code and maintain concentration
sufficiently to reduce the slips and lapses that they
usually make. A larger scale study is needed to
establish whether this finding holds more generally for developers and whether the effect lasts
over time.
Do developers find OODA loop training useful?

We asked developers for their thoughts about
the training. The sentiment of all responses is
positive indicating that participants enjoyed par-
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Table 1. High Level Themes
Participant
Number

Team Communication
Internal
External

M1

Code
Structure
/
Complexity
L/M 1

Complexity of
Development
Environment

Ordering /
Sequencing
Tasks

Syntax
Issues

S1

S/L/M 1
S1
L1
L1
S/L/M 1

S/L 1

P1

P5
S/L/M 1

M1
M2
M3

S/L 1
S/L 2
S/L 3

M1

M1
S/L/M 1
S/L/M 2

S/L 1

P6

P7

M1
P8

M1

P9

M1
M2
M1

S/L 1
S/L 2
S/L 3
S/M 1
S/L 4
S/L/M 1
S/L 2
L/M 1

S1
S2
S3
S/L 1

S/L 1
S/L/M 1
M1

Special
Cases

S/L 1

S/L 1
S/L 2
S/L 3
S/L 4
S/L 5
S/L 6
S/L 1
S/L 2
S/L 3
M1
L1

S/L 1
S/L 2
S1
L1
S2

S/L 1

M1

L1
S1
M1
L1
L2
Day 1 to 5: White Background & Day 6 to 10: Grey Background
Key: S = Slip, L = Lapse, M = Mistake, S/L = Slip/Lapse, L/M = Lapse/Mistake & S/L/M = Slip/Lapse/Mistake
Note: The number after the key is a counter for each participant for the type of error
Note: Participants 2, 3, 4 withdrew due to a change in workload or non - engagement

P10

Table 2. Numbers of logged Human Errors
Total
Human
Errors
P1
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10

7
6
14
14
6
8
10

Before
Training
Errors:
D1- D5
6
3
9
8
5
4
5

After
Training
Errors:
D6 - D10
1
3
5
6
1
4
5

Reduction
Rate

83%
0%
44%
25%
80%
0%
0%

ticipating in the study and found the online
training tool easy to use. Participants said that
they learned about the OODA loop and how to
apply it in software development for the first time.
Participant 7 said ‘Yes, the idea of OODA was
helpful when dealing with developing problems.’
All developers found the content actionable, Participant 2 saying ‘Fully actionable especially in
our work.’ Participant 9 says the OODA loop is
‘Very helpful and is a need in our daily work
in software engineering.’ While the majority of
the participants found the OODA loop led to an
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improvement in their work, Participants 1 & 10
did not. All except Participant 1 report that they
will continue to use the OODA loop in the their
work. Participant 10 says that they will continue
to use the OODA loop in their development,
despite not finding any direct improvement.

Recommendations for reducing
developer errors
Our preliminary findings lead to the following
recommendations to help software developers reduce the errors they make.

• Know your own weaknesses. Every developer
is different and struggles with different concepts. Our analysis shows a variety of types
of errors that developers make. Developers
becoming more conscious of the human errors
they commonly make and actively checking for
these can help reduce errors.
• Use cognitive training. We have shown that
using cognitive training, like the OODA loop,
seems to help decision making and can reduce
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the human errors a developer makes.
• Simplify your workload. One of the biggest
causes of human error reported by the developers in our study was the complexity of
the development environment. Reducing the
cognitive load by simplifying the complexity
of the development environment could reduce
human errors. Actions such as minimising the
number of simultaneous development tasks and
closing down unnecessary tools and windows
can help reduce the cognitive load.
• Communicate carefully with stakeholders
outside your team. Our study suggests that a
relatively high number of mistakes are related
to communicating with stakeholders outside of
the development team. Ensuring that communication is clearly understood seems important
to reducing mistakes.

Conclusion
We presented our preliminary study on reducing human error during development by providing developers with cognitive training designed
to improve their situation awareness. Our study
makes the following contributions:

• To the best of our knowledge this is the first
study to provide empirical evidence showing
how the number of human errors made by
professional software developers reduces when
developers are provided with training to improve their situation awareness. More work is
needed to understand whether our results hold
beyond this small scale study.
• We show that software developers do make
all three types of human errors (slips, lapses
and mistakes) in their development work. Our
results also suggest that slips and lapses occur more commonly than mistakes. Slips and
lapses are likely to result in smaller defects
which should be easier to mitigate.
• We show that cognitive training using the
OODA loop leads to a decrease in the number
of human errors software developers make. We
found that developers particularly reduced the
number of execution errors they made following OODA loop training. More work is needed
to understand if this finding is generalisable
and if the effect lasts over time.
We were encouraged that most of the developers
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in our study were enthusiastic about the training
they received in how to maintain their situation
awareness. Most developers found the training
easy and useful in a topic they had no previous
knowledge. The majority of the developers said
that they will continue to use the OODA loop in
their work. We intend to explore further the use of
focused training packages to educate and support
developers in their work.
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